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I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem dealt with in this dissertation is that of 
finding conditions under which the residue field of a local 
algebra R over a field K can be Imbedded in R in such a way 
that the imbedded field contains K. 
If R is an algebra over K we understand that R is a com­
mutative ring with identity containing a subring K that Is a 
field and the identity of K is the identity of R. If R is a 
local algebra we understand that R is a local ring. By a 
local ring we mean a commutative ring with Identity in which 
the non-units form an ideal, N. It is not assumed that R is 
<?0 
Noetherian, but only that 3.^" = (0) .  If there is some 
positive integer 7\ such that N* = (0), then R is said to be 
a primary local ring. 
The field K, over which R is a local algebra, is assumed 
to have characteristic p 0) which is equal to the charac­
teristic of the residue field R/N. It is also assumed that 
R/N is a pure inseparable extension of the image of K under 
t h e  n a t u r a l  h o m o m o r p h i s m  <p  .  
Chapter II is an investigation of the structure of a 
pure inseparable extension F of a field K with characteristic 
p /  0. In this investigation the interrelationships of 
p-bases of F and K and a set of generators of F| K are studied. 
Chapter III gives some rather restrictive conditions 
2 
under which the field R/N = F has an Isomorphic image in R 
that contains K. It is shown that if R Is a primary local 
algebra, N ^ = ( 0), then R has such a subfield if F has a 
finite set of generators over <^(K), if cp(K) has a p-basis 
Y such that YQ (F - Fp) is p-independent in F, and if a cer­
tain Invariant integer, en, of F is such that p6n  ^ > . Re­
sults of Narlta (3) are used in this connection and also in 
a brief examination of the case in which R is a complete local 
algebra. 
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II. UNSHRINKABLE SETS AND p-INDEPENDENCE IN 
PURE INSEPARABLE EXTENSIONS 
A. Preliminary Considerations 
Throughout this dissertation F will denote a field of 
characteristic p 4 0 that is a pure Inseparable extension of 
a field K. For any subset L of F we will denote by Lp  the 
set consisting of the elements of L raised to the p-th power-
It can be shown that F^ is a field Isomorphic to F under the 
mapping f—»-fp, f£ F. It is assumed that jé F, and 
FPC K, e the exponent of F over K. 
For every element a in F there is then a least non-
r>f o 
negative Integer fa  such that ar  is in K. The integer fa  
will be referred to as the exponent of a over K. The expo­
nent of a over an arbitrary subfield L that contains some 
power of a is defined analogously. 
A finite set of elements x1#  Xg, . . . ,  xn  of a subfield 
L of F is said to be p-independent in L if the pn  monomials 
x^Xg2.. .x*n (o iB i j  < p) are linearly independent over if. An 
arbitrary subset S of L is said to be p-independent in L if 
every finite subset of L is p-independent in L. A subset S 
is said to be a p-basis of L if S is p-independent in L and 
if L = LP(S). It can be shown, as in Zariskl and Samuel (6), 
that p-bases of F exist and that any two p-bases of the same 
field have the same cardinal number. This number is referred 
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to as the degree of imperfection of the field. It can be 
shown, as in Becker and MacLane (l), that if the degree of 
FIFP is finite, then [F:FP] = pm where the exponent m is the 
Imperfection degree of F. 
In a discussion of p-independence and p-bases of a field 
F it is convenient to define a mapping ef on subsets of F into 
subsets of F as follows: if A is any subset of F then <f(A) = 
FP(A). It can easily be shown that the mapping <Ç satisfies 
the following five axioms in which X and Y are subsets of F: 
(Ax) If XCY, then f(X)Ccf(I). 
( Ag) If x F and X a subset of F such that x e cp(X), 
then there exists a finite subset Xz  of X such 
that x g <j0(X' ) .  
(Ag) For every subset X of F we have X c <^(X) .  
(A4) For every subset X of F we have <p( <p(X) ) = (X) .  
(A5) If y e <f(X, x) and y £ , then x £ <^(X, y). 
We will use L(X, x) to denote the field obtained by the adjunc­
tion of the set X U fx} to a field L. If and Lg are sub­
sets of F and LgCL^, then - Lg will be used to denote the 
complement of Lg in L%; we will also write this as L^^c(Lg) 
where c(Lg) denotes the complement of Lg in F. In case Lg = 
{x} we will also write L^ - x for L1  - fx}. 
A subset S of F is said to be free with respect to cp 
(or simply "free") when for every x g S it follows that 
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x  4  f  ( S  -  x ) .  U s i n g  a x i o m  ( A p )  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  S  i s  
free if and only if every finite subset of S is free. Zariski 
and Samuel (6) show that S is p-independent in F if and only if 
S is free. 
Axiom (A5) above is referred to as the exchange property. 
This may be stated in a slightly more general form: Let L 
be a subfield of F, Sa subset of F, x e L, y € F. If y ^lP(S) 
and y e LP( S, x), then x e Lp(S, y). The proof of axiom (Ag) 
on page 129 of Zariski and Samuel ( 6) carries over to a proof 
of the preceding statement. Another exchange property that 
will be used frequently in the sequel is given by the follow­
ing theorem and corollaries. 
Theorem 1. If x and y are in F, y«j.K, ygK(x), then 
f 
x  g  K ( y )  o r  y g  K ( x P  )  w h e r e  f  i s  t h e  e x p o n e n t  o f  x  o v e r  K ( y ) .  
Proof. From the assumptions we have the equation 
bnxn  + bn_1xn~1  + . . .  + b]X + bQ - y = 0, (l) 
where n = pe  - 1 and b^e K. The left member of (l) is a 
polynomial in x over K(y). If the degree is less than p, 
then x is separable over K(y) and hence x e K(y) since x is 
also pure inseparable over K(y) .  Let us assume then that 
the degree is not less than p and delete from the left member 
of (l) all proper subsets (not containing y) of terms whose 
sum is zero. The resulting equation then has the form 
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2 . .n b  x  1  -  y  =  0 ,  ( 2 )  
C7- l£  S ^ 
where S is a subset of {0,1, . . . ,  pe  - l]. Let = p i  + 
r^, 0 ^ r^ < p, and put a = xp  so x Cr_i  = a^^-x1*1 . After we 
collect like powers of x equation (2) has the form 
c  x  1  -  y  =  0 ,  ( 3 )  
o ^ T  
where T is a subset of ^0,1, . . . ,  p - 1J, and the coeffi­
cients, co< i '  are  ln  • If the left member of (3) is 
n o t  t h e  z e r o  p o l y n o m i a l  t h e n  x  i s  s e p a r a b l e  o v e r  K ( y ,  x p ) ,  
which implies that xg.K(y, xP) .  In this case K(y, xp) = 
K(y, x) and therefore x is separable over K(y), which implies 
that x fcK(y). Assume then that the left member of (3) is 
the zero polynomial. The term that does not contain x is 
bo-1(a) 1  - y 
a ie s '  
where v^ is 0"^ divided by p and S1  is a subset of 
^0, p, 2p, .  , pe  - p"j-. Since we assumed that no proper 
subset of the left member of (2) sums to zero we have a 
c o n t r a d i c t i o n  u n l e s s  S '  - S .  T h a t  i s ,  u n l e s s  y g K ( x ^ ) .  
If x 4&(y) there is then a least positive integer r such 
that y £ K(xpZ*) = KtxP1**1, *P r) and y ^ K(xpr+1) .  If in the 
r r+1 
preceding argument we replace x by xp  and K by K(xp  ) we 
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r r+ X r+ i  i*+1 
obtain the conclusion xp  e K(xp  . y) or y e K(xp  , xp  ). 
r+1 r r+1 
Since y^K(xp  ) by assumption, we have xp  6 K(xp  , y). 
r+1 I» 
From this we obtain K(xp  , y) = K(xp  , y) which implies 
r r 
that xp  is separable over K(y) and thus xp  e K(y) since 
p 
xp  Is also pure inseparable over K(y). Obviously fér, so 
we have the desired result. 
f  
Corollary 1. If y ^ K and ygK(x), then K(y) = K(xp  ), 
w h e r e  f  i s  t h e  e x p o n e n t  o f  x  o v e r  K ( y ) .  
Corollary 2. If y e K(xp®) - K(xpg  ), then xp6e K(y) -
K ( y p ) .  
Proof. Since K(xp6, xpg+1) = K(xpg), xp®e K(xpg+ , y) or 
_ g +l g+f g  
y e K(xp  , xp  ) where f is the exponent of xp  over 
K(xp6+1, y)• Since y \ K(xp8  ), xp66 K(xpS , y). That is, 
g+1 g nr 
K(xp  , y) = K(xp  ,  y), which implies that xp  is separable 
g 
over K(y). Since xp  is also pure Inseparable over K(y), 
g 
x p  s  K ( y ) .  N o w  K ( y )  /  K ( y p ) ,  f o r  o t h e r w i s e  y e K .  A s s u m e  
f f 
that xp  e K(yp) .  It follows that K(xp  )GK(yp), which gives 
y e K(yp) and K(y) = K(yp). By the usual argument yeK, which 
is a contradiction. 
To generalize the concept of p-independent elements we 
make the following definition in which f is an arbitrary posi­
t i v e  I n t e g e r .  A  f i n i t e  s e t  o f  e l e m e n t s  x ^ ,  x g ,  . . . ,  x n  o f  
F is said to be p f-independent in F if the pnf  monomials 
x^xg2. • .x^n(0é ij^ p f  - 1) are linearly independent over Fpf. 
An arbitrary subset S of F is said to be p f-independent In F 
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if every finite subset of S is p f-independent in F. We define 
a mapping cr on the subsets of F as follows: if S is a subset 
t  
of S, cT(s) = Fp  (S). A subset S of F is said to be free 
with respect to cr when for every x£ S it follows that 
x ^ 0*(S - x) .  It is easily seen that the mapping cr satisfies 
the first four axioms mentioned previously. If in Theorem 1 
f 
we take for K the field Fp  (S) we obtain a weaker version of 
axiom (A5). It is natural to ask if a subset S of F is free 
with respect to cr if end only if S is p^-independent in F. 
We will give a partial answer to this question in the follow­
ing two paragraphs. 
Let T = [x-p Xg, . . . ,  xnJ, x^ s F. Assume T is not free f  
with respect to cr .  We then have xn  e FP (x^, xg, .  . . ,  x^_^), 
rearranging subscripts If necessary. Since the x^'s are 
f  
algebraic over FP this means that xn  may be written as some 
f 
polynomial in x^, xg, . . . ,  xn-1  with coefficients In FP .  
We have then xn  - g(x^, . . . ,  xn_j) = 0 which means that the 
set T is not p f-independent in F. It is easily seen that a 
subset S is free with respect to cr if and only if every 
finite subset of S is free with respect to cr . Hence if S 
is p -independent, then S is free with respect to cr . 
Let T be the set of the preceding paragraph and assume 
that T is free with respect to cr .  Assume that 
«e i a«xi142---xnn  =  (4 )  
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where I is a subset of the set of all n-tuples, 
{( i]_, ig, . .  • ,  in)} , in which 0 <; 1 j < p*". The monomial 
has the coefficient a^ where <* = (i^, . in). 
f 
We assume that the coefficients a^ are in FP and we may-
assume that ij = 0 in some summand for j = 1, 2, n. 
Also we may assume that no proper subset of the summands has 
a sum equal to zero. Let denote the exponent of x^ over 
F p  ( T  -  x ^ )  .  P u t  a i  =  x ^ ® 1  a n d  K j ,  =  F p 6 ( T  -  x ^  ) ,  1  =  
1, 2, n. Let k be some integer, l^k^n. Every expo­
nent ik  can be written as 1^ = p8^tk  + rk, 0 ^  rk  <p®^. In 
every term of the left member of (4) replace x^ by a^kx^k. 
After collecting terms we have a polynomial in x% of degree 
less than p^ with coefficients in K^. This must be the zero 
polynomial since the degree of x% over Kk  is p^k. The term 
that does not involve x^ consists of the sum of the terms in 
(4) in which the exponent on x^ is a multiple of p^k. There 
is at least one such term since we assumed ij = 0 in at least 
one term for j = 1, 2, n. Since no proper subset of 
terms has a sum equal to zero we conclude that rv = 0 for 
every exponent 1% of x%. It follows then that every exponent 
of Xj in (4) is a multiple of p8J, j = 1, 2, n. We 
have shown that if T is free with respect to the only pos­
sible sets of monomials x^1  ••«x^n  that are not p f-lndependent 
g 
are those sets of monomials in which 1. = p Jtj after dividing 
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out factors common to all monomials in the set. It is worthy 
of note that if g i  = f for i  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, then T is p-­
independent when T is free with respect to 0~ .  
B. p-Bases and the Sets G, H, and M 
A subset S of F will be said to be unshrinkable with 
respect to a subfield L of F when L(S) is not contained in 
L(S') where S1  is any proper subset of S. In all the con­
siderations that follow M will denote a subset of F such 
that F = K(M). It has been shown by Becker and MacLane (l) 
that if F is a finite extension of K the minimum number of 
generators (the multiplicity) of F)K is r, the exponent 
d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  d e g r e e  [ L : l P ( K j ]  =  p r .  
Unless indication is made to the contrary, it is assumed 
that M is unshrinkable with respect to K. With this restric­
tion on M it is easy to see that M is p-independent in F. 
Assume xgFP(M - x), x £ M. Since F^ = KP(Mp), we have 
x e K(M - x, xp). Therefore K(M - x, xp) = K(M - x, x) which 
implies that x is separable over K(M - x) which in turn 
implies that x £ K(M - x) since x is pure inseparable over 
K(M - x). With our restriction on M this is a contradiction 
so we conclude that M is p-independent in F. It is clear 
that in this case no element of M is in FP. 
We will assume that K Is not contained in Fp  and will 
denote by J the field Kfl Fp. Given a p-basis Y of K we will 
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denote by & the elements of Y not in J, H will denote the 
elements of Y in J. Y will always denote a p-basis of K and 
W will always denote a p-basis of F. 
Before constructing a p-basis of F consisting of M 
(assuming M is finite) and a subset of a p-basis of K we 
will state and prove several lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let L be a subfield of F and let P be a 
p-basis of L. If a is an element of F with positive exponent 
•£ 
f over L and e. f  such that aP £ Lp( F - P ) t  then 
i 1  4  L p (  H  -  z f  ,  a ) .  
Proof. Let Z = LP( /"* -  ^  ) and assume e Z(a). Since 
r r+1 
^ Z we have f & Z( aP ) and ï1  4 Z( ap  ) for some integer r, 
0  é .  r  < f .  B y  C o r o l l a r y  2  o f  T h e o r e m  1 ,  a P  £  Z (  J 1  )  =  K ,  w h i c h  
is a contradiction since r < f. 
Lemma 2. Let x £ M. If xpg  6 kP(M - x), then 
xPg£ KP(MP - xp) .  
Proof. If xPg£ Kp(x^, xg, ..., xjj>, Xj+1, . . . ,  xg) and 
xpg^ Kp(xJ, xj>, .  xP, Xj+1, Xj+2, Xg) where x^£ M, 
then again by Corollary 2 of Theorem 1 we have 
X j + i £ kP( M  -  X j + ^ ) .  T h i s  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  s i n c e  M  i s  
assumed to be unshrinkable with respect to K. 
Corollary. If M" £ M - x and f is the exponent of x 
f 
over K(M'), then xP ^.kP(M'). 
Lemma 3. If a £ KO (F - Fp), then a ^FP(M) .  
Proof. Since FP(M) = KP(MP,  M) = Kp(M) we need only 
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show a 4 Kp( M) .  Assume a eKp(x^, xs), x^ & M. Set ZP = 
K P ( x P ,  . . . ,  x p )  •  S i n c e  a  4  Z P  t h e r e  i s  a n  i n t e g e r  t  < .  s  s u c h  
that a 4 ZP(x^, x^_^) and a £ ZP(x^, x^). By the 
exchange property, x teZp(x1, x t -1, a) and thus 
x t  £  K ( M  -  x t >  x p ) .  B u t  t h i s  i m p l i e s  t h a t  x t  i s  s e p a r a b l e  
over K(M - x^) and therefore x t£K(M - x t), a contradiction. 
Theorem 2. If M = [x l t  xn |  and Y is any p-basis 
of K, then there exists a p-basis W of F such that W = MUY1  
w h e r e  Y ' G  Y .  
P r o o f .  L e t  =  K ( x 1 }  x ^ ) ,  a n d  l e t  e ^  b e  t h e  
exponent of x i  over K1_^, a i  = xp  1, for i  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n. 
K 0  w e  w i l l  u n d e r s t a n d  t o  b e  K .  W e  w i l l  f i r s t  s h o w  t h a t  i f  
a^ eY , then W^ = [y - a^, x-jJ is a p-basis of K^. Clearly 
K^(W1) = KP(W1) = Kx.  If X]L KP(Y - &1) = K(xP), then xx  
is separable over K and hence in K since x^ is also pure 
Inseparable over K. This is a contradiction since M is 
unshrinkable. Let y a [Y - a-jJ- and assume y ê K^(W^ - y) = 
KP(W^ - y) - KP(Y - y, x^). This is a contradiction by 
Lemma 1 so W^ is p-independent in Kj. If a^^Y we still 
have e^e KP(Y), say a1  s ^ #  .i^î1  • • • This expres­
sion for a-^ is unique since Y is p-independent in K. There­
fore a-^ KP(Y - y^) and by the exchange property 
y^E KP(Y - y^, a^). We will next show that Y1 = [Y -  y1}  a^} 
is a p-basis of K. Clearly KP(Y1) = K. By the choice of y^, 
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a i ^ . K P ( Y '  -  a 1 )  .  L e t  y  e  [ ï  -  y - j }  a n d  a s s u m e  y  £  K P (  Y '  -  y ) .  
Since y £ KP(Y - y^ - y) we have a^ 6 Kp(Y - y^) by the exchange 
property. This is a contradiction so we have established 
that Y1  is a p-basis of K. Since Y1  contains we have 
already shown that {y1  - a^, x^ = ^Y - y^, x^j is a p-basis 
of K-j_. To continue the proof, assume that 
W r  = [Y - Y r] U jx1#  Xg, .  . •, Xyj. is a p-basis of K r  that has 
been obtained by repeated applications of the construction 
d e s c r i b e d  f o r  •  Y r  d e n o t e s  t h e  s u b s e t  o f  Y  t h a t  t h e  x ^ ' s  
replaced. If a r+1  £ ¥ r  then W r+1  = ^W r  - a^^, x r+1^- is a 
p - b a s i s  o f  I t  i s  e a s i l y  s e e n  t h a t  % ? + ] _ ( =  
KP(W r, x^-L) = K r+1, since a^ * x±. If 
x r + l £  K r + l ( V r  "  a r + l J '  t h e n  x r + l  ^  K r ( x r + 1 )  '  T h i s  i m P l l e s  
that x r+2 Is separable over K r  and we obtain the contradic­
tion x r+1£ Kr* Let w e[w r  - a r+1] and assume 
w £ Kr+i^¥r+l - = Kr^wr ~ ar+l " w> xr+l^* That  l s> 
w t Kp(W r  - w, x r+1) which is a contradiction by Lemma 1. If 
a r + l i w r  w e  s t i l l  h a v e  a ^ t l E  K P ( W r ) ,  
ZP li ig 
° i 1 . . . i 8 z l  - - ^ s  '  
where the z^'s are in W r, the coefficients in KP , and this 
expression is unique. Now at least one of the 1  s must be 
in Y by the Corollary to Lemma 2, denote this element by y^i* 
We will show that W^, = [w r  - y^i, S-r+i} is a p-basis of K r. 
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Since a r+1j£.Kp(W r  - we have by the exchange property 
that y r+i E K^(V/ r  - y r+i, s r+i) • Thus it is clear that 
Kp(WJ.) = K r. By the choice of y r+1, a r+i4Kr^wr ~ ar+l^ * Let  
z l W r  - y r+1  and assume z e KP(W£, -  z) = Kp(Wp  - y^j - z, a r+1). 
Since z^K^(W r  - y r+1  - z) we have a^i £ Kp(W r  - y r+1) , but 
this is a contradiction so we have established that is a 
p-basis of K r. W^ contains a^l 30  we  ™ay apply the preced­
ing argument and conclude that [w r  - y r+1, x r+1 |  is a p-basis 
of K r+i '  This construction process can be continued to obtain 
t h e  s e t  -  Y n ^  U  M  a s  a  p - b a s i s  f o r  K n  =  F .  
We next state and prove some facts concerning p-bases 
and unshrinkable sets. These will be stated as lemmas, some 
of which will have application in the proof of the next 
theorem on the existence of a p-basis of K with a subset G-' 
such that MUG-' is a p-basis of F. In case M is finite we 
know that any p-basis of K has such a subset by the theorem 
just proved. 
Before proceeding we note that if L is a subfield con­
t a ining K then K(1 Lp  is of course a field and is in fact the 
p-th power of another subfield that contains K. This is 
e a s i l y  s e e n  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  t h e  m a p p i n g  k p  — k  f o r  k  e  K O iP .  
Lemma 4. As sume F 2LgS L^2K and put J ]_ = KflL^, 
Jg = K H Lg. There exists a subset B* of Jg - J]_ such that 
Jg = J^(B*) and B* is unshrinkable with respect to • 
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Proof: Put B = J9  — and assume a well-ordering of B: 
® = {al* a2> •••> ao< > .  • .  } = [a<r } o~£l 
Define f(a%) = f a i } »  a n d  a s s u m e  f ( a ^ )  h a s  b e e n  d e f i n e d  f o r  
all °< < o(0, <k0  e I. Let 0 denote the null set. Define 
f ( = V 0 '  -  1>  l f  a = < 0 £  J 1  œ â  
-  ( a * 0 l  l f  J l ( ^ V i ( 0 f ( a ^ ) ) -
By transfinite induction f(acr) has been defined for all 
ere I. Let B* = LJ f ( a^_ ). Obviously J^CB*) ^Jg. Let 
a^ e J g - tT]_. If a^ €. B* then a^ £ J1(B#) .  If a^ 4 B '* 
then ^ É. JQ_ ( f ( a^j )) C J]_(B*). Hence J%(B*) = Jg. Let 
a^ £ B* and assume a^ e J^(B* - a^ )• We may assume 
a ^  6  J l ( a ^ 1 >  a / 3 t } >  A  =  m a x  I  ^ l l i = l -  I f  / 5  > / ? t  w e  
have a contradiction from the construction of B*. Since 
is the p-th power of a field containing K we have 
a ^  e  J i ( a / z 5 1 »  • • • >  a / ? - t  1 >  )  b y  t h e  e x c h a n g e  p r o p e r t y .  
This also is a contradiction from the construction of B* and 
we have established that B* is unshrinkable with respect to 
J l *  
Lemma 5. If B is a p-independent subset of the field 
K and C is a subset of K that is unshrinkable with respect to 
KP(B), then bUc is p-independent in K. 
P r o o f .  L e t  D  =  B U G  a n d  a s s u m e  f l £ K P ( D  -  d ) ,  d  £  D  .  
Then d e K^lb^, .  .., b r, c1, . . . ,  cs), b^ e B, cj €.C .  Now 
d^C for d & KP(B, C - d) is a contradiction. Assume d e B. 
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Since d <£ Kp(b1#  b r) there is an integer t such that 
d £ K ( b-j_, • • • > bp, Cq_j '  '  '  > c2) and 
d £ K p ( b ^ ,  b r ,  C j ,  c t - 1 >  c % ) ,  t  <  s .  B y  t h e  e x c h a n g e  
property c t  £ Kp(B, G -  c%), a contradiction. Hence 
d 4 KP(D - d) and B U C is p-independent in K. 
Lemma 6. If B is a subset of K that is p-independent 
in K, then B can be extended to a p-basis of K. 
Proof• Let L = KP(B) and assume we have a well-ordering 
of the elements of K -  L: 
f a l '  a 2 >  * * • »  a o ^  '  • • = } =  { R cr }  g .  £  j '  
Define f ( a^- ), cr £ I, as in the proof of Lemma 4 with 
replaced by L. Let C = l_J f(a_- ) and put Y = bUc. Clearly 
<re I 
K ^ ( Y )  =  K .  L e t  a ^  £  C  a n d  a s s u m e  a ^  6  K P (  B ,  C  -  a ^  )  .  S i n c e  
a^ 4 we may use the exchange property as in the proof 
of Lemma 4 to arrive at a contradiction. Hence C is unshrink­
able with respect to KP(B) and by Lemma 5 Y is p-independent 
in K. 
Lemma 7. If B and C are disjoint subsets of F that are 
p-independent in F, then B is unshrinkable with respect to 
F P ( C )  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  C  i s  u n s h r i n k a b l e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  F p ( B ) .  
Proof. Assume B is not unshrinkable with respect to 
FP(C), say b £ B and b &FP(C, B - b). Now b ^ FP(B _ b) so 
there are elements c^ 6 C such that btFp(B - b, c^, . . . ,  Cp_^) 
and b £ FP(B - b, c%, . . . ,  c r). By the exchange property 
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c r  £ FP(B, c^, c r_^) so C is not unshrinkable with re­
spect to Fp(3). The converse follows by a similar argument. 
Theorem 3. There exists a p-basis Y of K with a subset 
G' such that W = MUG1  is a p-basis of F. 
Proof. Let J = KQFP. By Lemma 4 there exists a subset 
H of J - Kp  such that J = KP(H) and H is unshrinkable with 
respect to Kp, that is, H is p-independent in K. Assume a 
well-ordering of the elements of K - J: 
( a l f  a 2 >  * • * »  a o C >  =  [ a c r " }  0 - £ j '  
Define f( a^ ), & I, as in the proof of Lemma 4 with re­
placed by Fp. Let G1  = LJ f(a t r). Using the argument of 
G~€. I  
Lemma 4 we can establish that G' is unshrinkable with respect 
to Fp. Since J£Fp , G' is unshrinkable with respect to 
KP(H) and since G1  is p-independent in F (therefore certainly 
in K), G'U H is p-independent in K by Lemma 5. If KP(H, G l  ) 
is a proper subset of K we can extend H UG1  , by Lemma 6, to 
a  p - b a s i s  Y  =  H  U G ' U  G "  o f  K .  P u t  W  =  M U G ' .  S i n c e  F p ( G « )  
contains G" (by the construction of G1) and J it contains K. 
Hence FP(W) = K(M) = F. We have noted previously that If M 
is unshrinkable with respect to K, then M is p-independent in 
F. Let g cG1  and assume g & Fp(M, G1  - g). Since g 4^P(G' - g) 
there are elements x% & M such that 
g ^  FP( G' — g, •••> x r_i) and 
g e Fp( G1  - g, X]_, x r -1, Xp) • 
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By the exchange property x r  e Fp( G1  , x^, x r -1). It fol­
lows that x reK(M - x r, xp) which implies, by a familier 
argument, x reK(M - x r). This is a contradiction so we have 
e s t a b l i s h e d  t h a t  G '  i s  u n s h r i n k a b l e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  F P ( M ) .  
By Lemma 5, MUG1  is p-independent in F and the proof is com­
plete .  
We will collect together in the next theorem several 
facts concerning the sets G, H, and M that are easily obtained 
f r o m  t h e  p r e c e d i n g  m a t e r i a l .  I t  i s  a s s u m e d  t h a t  Y  =  G U H  i s  
a p-basis of K constructed in such a fashion that J = KP(H) 
and the set H was extended to Y as in Lemma 6. 
Theorem 4. (l) KP(H)f\Kp(G) = Kp  
( 2 )  K P ( G )  C K p U ( K n c ( F P ) }  
( 3 )  K Q  c ( F P ) H  F P ( M )  =  $  
( 4 )  F P ( M ) f ) K P ( G )  =  K P  
P r o o f .  L e t  k  £  K P (  H )  Cl KP( G) ,  k KP. Since k 4 KP we may 
assume k ^p( g^, . . . ,  g r_i) and k&Kp(gi, . . . ,  gp) for some 
elements g^ £ G. This implies gpGK^(g^, gp_%, k) ;  that 
i s ,  g r  £  J  (  G  -  g p ) .  B u t  t h i s  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n  s i n c e  G  w a s  
c o n s t r u c t e d  u n s h r i n k a b l e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  J  =  K P ( H )  =  K O F p .  
(Equivalently, we may say that G was constructed p-independent 
in Jp  .) Hence ke Kp  and we have established (l). If 
k 6 KP(G) and k^Kp  then k 4- J by (l) and consequently 
k e K(1 c(Fp) .  To establish (3) let keKftc(Fp). By Lemma 3, 
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k $ Fp( M) so the Intersection Is empty. Assume k £ Fp( M) (~lKp( G-) 
a n d  k  4 .  B y  ( l )  k  i K P ( H )  a n d  k  i s  t h e r e f o r e  i n  K ( l c ( F p ) .  
But in this case k4 FP(M) by (3) and the proof is complete. 
If the elements of K - J are well-ordered and a set G 
is constructed (by the method of Lemma 4) that is p-inde­
pendent in K, it is perhaps not the case that if this set G 
i s  e x t e n d e d  t o  Y  =  G L l H  t h e  s e t  H  i s  s u c h  t h a t  J  =  K P ( H ) .  
We can however make the following observation. If G is p-
i n d e p e n d e n t  i n  J p  ,  t h e n  K P ( H )  =  J .  F o r  i f  a  £  J  -  K p ( H )  
w e  h a v e  a  4 K P ( H ,  g x ,  . . . ,  g g - 1 )  a n d  a t K p ( H ,  g l ,  g g )  
f o r  s o m e  g i  e  G .  T h i s  i m p l i e s  g B  £ .  K p (  H ,  a ,  g - j _ ,  . . . ,  g g - 1 ) ,  
but since Kp(H, a)CJ this is a contradiction if G is p-
n—1 
independent in 
Assume now that M = [x^, . .  ., xn"^ and let e^ be the 
exponent of x1  over = K(x1}  , f^ the exponent 
of x^ over K = K0. Put = Kf)Kp. By Lemma 4 there exists 
a subset Hj_ of such that = Ji-i(H1) and is 
unshrinkable with respect to Since J0  - Kp, is 
p-independent in K; by Lemma 5, %UHg is also p-independent 
in K. We see that we may continue this argument and obtain 
n 
a  s e t  H  =  U  H 1  s u c h  t h a t  H  i s  p - i n d e p e n d e n t  i n  K  a n d  
1=1 
K  ( H )  s  J  =  J n .  I t  i s  p e r h a p s  w o r t h y  o f  n o t e  t h a t  i f  
is empty then f^3> e^. (That the converse is not true is 
seen by Example 2, page 34.) From the construction of % we 
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know that is empty if and only if = Ji_i- If % is 
f f —1 
empty, then a^ 1  and consequently a^ 1  £ Ki-1* Hence 
6 f 1. 
Theorem 8 of Pickert (4) states that any p-basis Y of K 
remains p-independent in no inseparable extension of K. In 
the case that F = K(x^) we can make the following observation: 
Y (1 Kp( xp) is not empty if and only if Y 0 c(Kp( xp) ) is p-
independent in K(x^). We know from the construction process 
of Theorem 2 that there is some y &Y such that (Y - y, x^ 
is a p-basis of K(x^). If we assume Y(lKp(XP) is not empty, 
then ( y} = Yf)KP(xP) for ^Y - y} f)KP( xP) = <f> since [Y - y} 
i s  p - i n d e p e n d e n t  i n  K ( x ^ ) .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  Y Q c ( K p ( x P )  =  
£y - yj. Assume YQc(Kp(xP)) is p-independent in K. If 
Yf)Kp(x^) is empty then Y is p-independent in K(x]_). But 
this is a contradiction since Y remains p-independent in no 
inseparable extension of K. 
Since it is assumed throughout the discussion that M 
is a subset of F such that F = K(M) and M is unshrinkable 
with respect to K it is natural to inquire under what condi­
tions is the existence of such a set guaranteed. It is shown 
in the next theorem that the set G- being p-independent in F 
is such a sufficient condition. In the next section we will 
therefore present a few results concerning the p-independence 
of G in F. 
Theorem 5. If K = J (G) and G is p-independent in F, 
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then there exists a set M such that F = K(M) and M is un­
shrinkable with respect to K. 
P r o o f .  I t  i s  s h o w n  o n  p a g e  8 8  o f  P l c k e r t  ( 4 )  t h a t  i f  
f 
B is a p-basis of F, then F = Fp  (B) for any positive integer 
f. Since G is p-independent in F it can be extended to a 
p-basis ¥ of F. Say W = GUM. We then have 
F  =  F P ( G ,  M )  =  F P e ( G ,  M )  =  J ( G ,  M )  =  K ( M )  ,  
since F^C J and J( G) = K. If F = K(M - x) ,  x sM, we have 
F  =  K ( M  -  x )  =  J (  G ,  M  -  x )  =  F P ( G ,  M  -  x )  
which contradicts the assumption that GUM is a p-basis of F. 
Hence M is unshrinkable with respect to K. 
C. G p-Independent in F 
In this section we continue to assume that M is unshrink­
able with respect to K. ¥e assume also that the p-basis Y = 
G H is constructed so that KP(H) = J. This last restriction 
is not necessary however in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let Y = GUH be any p-basis of K. G is p-
lndependent in F if and only if GUM is a p-basis of F. 
Proof. Assume G is p-Independent in F. Fp(G) contains 
Kp, H, and G and thus contains K. Thus FP(G, M) contains 
K(M) = F. By an argument employed In the proof of Theorem 3, 
G is unshrinkable with respect to FP(M). M is p-independent 
in F so GUM is p-independent by Lemma 5. The converse is 
immediate since every subset of a p-independent set Is 
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p-independent. 
In the second paragraph following the proof of Theorem 4 
it was indicated that in the case of finite M it is possible 
n 
to construct sets in such that J = K*v l_J H ^ ) .  
The proof of the following theorem will indicate how this 
might be generalized to a denumerable M. The notation used 
w i l l  b e  t h a t  o f  t h e  p a r a g r a p h  t o  w h i c h  r e f e r e n c e  w a s  J u s t  
made. 
Theorem 7. If M = (x^, Xg, and - Ji_i / <$> ,  
i  <51 = 11, 2, • J, then there exists a p-basis Y = HUG of 
K such that J = KP(H) ,  K = J(G), and GUM is a p-basis of F. 
Proof. Let a £. K, a £ KP( x^ ), a ^Kp(x^ ), where r is 
less than fthe exponent of x^ over K. By Corollary 2 of 
I» 
Theorem 1 we have xp  £ K( a) = K, a contradiction. Hence 
Jl = KPfl K = KP(a^i). Let Hj_ denote a subset of - Jj__x 
such that and H^ is unshrinkable with respect 
to 1 I. We know these sets exist, and by assumption 
are non-empty, from Lemma 4. Let H = U H^. We note that 
i  £ I p 
LJ H* contains at least r elements. Let k £ J = KO F .  
1 6 r 
Since k£F^ - KP(MP), there is some positive integer t such 
that k a KP( aP , . . . ,  aP) = KP. Therefore k £ = K OKP. Hence 
J = U J4 .  We will next establish that Kp( U H1  ) = 
i  £  I  i é r  
J r ,  r  £  I .  T h i s  i s  t r u e  f o r  r  =  1  b y  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  H 1 .  
Assume KP( LJ H^) = Since = Jt-l^Ht^ we have  
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J t  = KP(  L_j  H^) and the induction principle gives the de-
i  — t  
sired result .  Let  a  €. J .  Then a  6. J t  for  some t  and hence 
a eKP(  U H, )  CKP(H) .  Let  b £Kp(H) .  Then b€KP(  U H±)  
i  *=t 1  ^ t  
for  some t .  So beJ^CJ.  Hence KP(H) = J .  H^ is  p-inde­
pendent  in  K by construct ion.  Assume I  )  % is  p-inde-
i^t-1 
pendent  in K. Since J^-l = ^ LJ H^) and H-j- is un-
i  &t—1 
shrinkable with respect  to J t -1 w e  have by Lemma 5 that  
LJ % is p-independent  in  K. Let  y £H s  and assume 
i=S t  
y  6  K P (H -  y )  .  Then y eKp(Zi  . . . ,  )  ,  Z ±  C H . ,  and 
•L F  J J  
y 4 z i  j  •  I f  t  = max £s,  i1 ,  .  . . ,  i^j  ,  then y £ Kp(  LJ % -  y) .  
But this  is  a contradict ion since LJ H* i s  p-independent  
Kt  
in K. By Lemma 6,  H can be extended to a  p-basis  Y = HUG 
of K and obviously J(G) = K. From Theorem 2 we know we can 
construct  for  every a p-basis  WA  = Y^Uwhere = 
[xx ,  .  . . ,  XjJ and Y% = Y -  [yx ,  .  y J  ,  y^ €.  Y.  Let  W = 
/O Y1  UM. We wil l  show that  W is  a p-basis  of  F.  I f  
1  £ I  P y^ £ G, then W^ contains an element from H^C.K^ s ince the 
number of  elements of  K in  Kp  is  at  least  1  and in this  case 
at  most  1-1 elements have been deleted from H. W^ contains 
then an element of  Kp  which is  impossible i f  W^ is  a p-basis  
of  .  Hence Gcw^, i  el .  Since Fp(W) contains G, J ,  and 
M we have FP(W) = K(M) = F.  Assume we have a  polynomial  g in  
elements from W with coeff icients  in Fp  such that  
g(a,  ,  . . . ,  a r ,  x« ,  . . . ,  x» )  =0,  x,  e  M and a* e Pi Y^. 
1  s •L j  i  e I  
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Since Fp  = Kp  (  Mp  )  the coeff icients  of  g are a l l  from Kp ,  for  
some t .  If  m = max j t ,  1^,  i s^ the above polynomial  is  
a  polynomial  with coeff icients  in in elements from Wm  and 
is  therefore the zero polynomial  s ince Wm  is  p-independent  
in  Km .  W i s  therefore a  p-basis  of  F.  This  implies that  
lQ i  YJL = G s ince any other  elements would be in HCFP .  The 
proof is  now complete-
In the case that  M = jx^,  .  xn j  i t  is  possible to 
give a  condit ion equivalent  to G p-lndependent  in  F.  We wil l  
s tate  this  as  a  theorem. As before e^ wil l  denote the expo­
nent  of  over = K(x1 #  x^-i)•  
Theorem 8.  If  M = [x^,  . . . ,  xn j ,  then G is  p-independent  
in  F If  and only i f  x^ ^% KP(G,  x-^,  for  1  = 
l i  2  >  • • • >  n *  
Proof.  Assume a^ = xp  \  KP(G,  x^,  •  I t  is  
a  consequence of  Lemma 2 that  a^K^x-p x^_^) '  We 
therefore have a^^Kp(g^,  g r_i,  x1 #  .  x1_1)  and 
aA  t  Kp(g^,  g r ,  x1 #  for  some elements g1 in G. 
Since g r€K we may use the exchange property to obtain 
gj» E KP(  G — gp,  *1» » )  •  I f  
g r^Kp(G- g r ,  xp ,  xg ,  .x^)  then x^ £ K(M -  x^),  a  
contradict ion.  We may continue this  argument and obtain 
g r£ KP(G -  g r ,  xp)CFp(G -  g r) .  Hence G is  not  
p-independent  in F.  If  G is  not  p-independent  in  F then 
geFp(G-g) for  some g e G.  Therefore g e.Kp(x^,  . . . ,  x^,  G -g)  
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and g ^Kp(xp ,  G -  g) for  some Integer rs= n s ince 
G is  p-independent  in K. Consequently there is  some integer  
q^e r  such thst  g £ KP(xP ,  xp^,  G -  g) and 
P — Q.+1 
g t  K(x^,  •••* xp ,  G -  g) .  Using Corollary 2  of Theorem 1  
we have xp^&Kp(x^,  xP_^,  G) £% r_i • Hence q>e r  and we 
conclude xp  r£ KP(  G,  x l f  x r - 1)  .  
If  F is  a f ini te  extension of  K, Theorem 11 of  Pickert  
(4)  s tates  that  the imperfect ion degrees of  F and K are equal .  
In the case that  F|K is  f ini te  and the Imperfect ion degrees 
are f ini te  we can easi ly obtain another  cr i ter ion for  the 
p-independence of  G in  F.  We know from the proof of  Theorem 3 
that  there is  a subset  G'  of  G such that  G'UM is  a p-basls  
of  F.  For the number of  elements in any set  L we wil l  use 
the notat ion n( L).  I f  we assume that  G le  p-independent  in  
F then GUM is  a p-basis  of  F and we have n(  G) + n(M) = 
n(G) + n(H) .  Assume now that  n(M) = n(H).  Since n(G')  + 
n(M) = n(H) + n(  G) we have then n(G')  = n(  G) and G i s  p-
independent  in  F.  We have shown that  G is  p-independent  in F 
i f  and only i f  n(M) = n(H).  I t  fol lows Immediately that  i f  
H G^ and H Gg are p-beses of  K,  then G^ is  p-independent  
in  F i f  and only i f  Gg is  p-lndependent  In F.  
D. M* p-lndependent  in  K 
The set  with which this  sect ion is  concerned is  defined 
as fol lows:  Let  M M and le t  fx  denote the exponent  of  x over 
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K for  a l l  x £ M. M* = [xp  x  |x  £ M j .  For convenience in the 
fol lowing discussion let  denote the set  of  elements in % 
with exponent  i  over K, i  = 1 ,  2,  e .  In terms of  these 
e 1  
sets ,  M* = { J  .  I t  is  seen from Lemma s  4 and 5 that  there 
1=1 i  r  
exist  sets  HjC M? such that  U H1  is  p-independent  in K 
D  r  1  r  1 1=1 
and K (  U %) = K (  U )  .  In the case that  F is  f ini te  
1=1 1=1 
over K and the degrees of  Imperfect ion are f ini te  i t  is  clear  
that  M* is  p-dependent  in  K i f  end only i f  n(H^)< n(K^) for  
some 1 .  If  KP(  M -*) = J  we can obtain a  p-bssis  G( j [ U  HjJ of  
1=1 
K. If  G is  p-independent  in F,  then we must  have n(M) =£n(%) 
in the f ini te  case.  This  implies n(M^) = n(H^),  
i  = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  e and we conclude that  M* is  p-independent  
in  K under these assumptions.  
After  the fol lowing lemma (which does not  assume f ini te  
M) i t  wil l  be easy to see thst  i f  M i s  denumersble then M* 
p-independent  In K implies G p-lndependent  in F.  
Lemma 8 .  If  M* is  p-independent  in K, then 
f -1 • 
XP x  £|K(M -  x) for  al l  x£M. 
f  -1 _ _ 
Proof.  Let  x £ M and assume xp  x  £ K(M) where M = 
_  f  
£x1 }  Xg, x r]•  Since M* U(xp  x j  is  p-independent  in K, 
this  set  can be extended to a  p-basis  Y. As in  the proof of  
Theorem 2 we can show that  (Y -  (J (x-j_,  .  • x^j  is  a 
p-basis  of  K(x-j_,  . . . ,  x r)  = K r .  (The elements removed from 
Y must  have been in M* for  otherwise the p-bssis  of  K r  would 
contain an element in Kp.)  Therefore fxp  x ,  x^,  ••• ,  x r |  is  
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p-independent  in  K r  and xp  x^KP(x^,  xp)  = 
Kp(  x-j_,  .  .  . ,  xp)  .  
Lemma 8  implies that  -  Jj__i  contains the f i rs t  power 
of  Xj_ that  is  in K. In this  case M U G- i s  a p-basis  of  F by 
Theorem 7 i f  M is  denumerable.  (J^ = KflKP ,  = 
K(X-L ,  •  .  • ,  x i)  ,  £ M. )  
Theorem 9.  If  M* i s  p-lndependent  in K and M GM, then 
KflKP(MP)  = KP(M*) .  
Proof • Let  a  £ kHkp(Mp)  ,  a  4KP  •  Then for  some x^ 's  in 
M we have a  £ KP(x^,  . . - ,  xP)  and we may assume that  none of  
the x^ 's  can be deleted.  For some integer  fx^ we have 
a 1  Kp  (  x^1 ,  Xg, • •  • ,  Xp) and a  4 KP(xp  1  ,  xP ,  .  . . ,  xP)  .  By 
Corollary 2 of  Theorem 1  we have x^ ^ £ K(Xg, x r)  so 
q ^  f b y  L e m m a  8 .  H e n c e  =  f x _ ^ .  T h i s  a r g u m e n t  c a n  b e  
repeated to obtain a  e.KP(M*).  Obviously Kp(M*)^KOKP(Mp)  
and the proof Is  complete.  
Corollary.  I f  M* Is  p-independent  in K, then KP(M*) = J .  
Proof.  Take M = M s ince J  = KOFP  = K(lKP(MP)  .  
E.  Transcendence Bases and p-Bases 
We wil l  col lect  together  in this  sect ion a few easi ly-
obtained observat ions concerning transcendence bases and 
p-bases.  Throughout  the discussion Q wil l  denote the maximal 
perfect  subfield of  K. 
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I t  is  easy to see that  i f  K i s  a pure t ranscendental  
extension of  Q, with transcendence basis  T,  then T is  a p-basis  
of  K.  Clearly KP(T) = K.  I f  t  is  an element of  KP(T -  t ) ,  
then t  is  an element of  Q,(  T -  t ,  tP)  and we have 
f  (  t^  ,  tg ,  t  )  
t  
" g( t^ ,  * •  •  ,  tP)  
which gives the equation 
t  • g( t j ,  •••> tp ,  t^)  — f ( t j ,  • •  •  ,  tg ,  t  ) = 0 .  
Since t  /  t^,  t  /  t^,  the polynomial  on the lef t  is  not  the 
zero polynomial  and we have a  contradict ion.  Hence t  is  not  
an element of  KP(T -  t)  and T is  a p-basis  of  K. 
I f  a  transcendence basis  T of  K|Q is  p-independent  in K, 
then T is  a separat ing transcendence basis  of  KjQ and is  also 
a p-basis  of  K. By the preceding paragraph we know that  T is  
a p-basis  of  Q(T).  K must  be a separable extension of Q(T) 
s ince Theorem 8 of  Pickert  (4)  s tates  that  a p-basis  of  a  
f ield is  p-independent  in  no inseparable extension.  Theorem 
16 of  Teichmuller  (5)  s tates  that  a  p-basis  of  a f ield is  a 
p-basis  of  any separable extension of  that  f ield,  hence T is  
a p-basis  of  K. 
I t  is  clear  from the above that  i f  T i s  a separat ing 
transcendence basis  of  k |Q,  then T is  a p-basis  of  K. Thus 
i f  M* is  contained in a  separat ing transcendence basis  of  
K |Q,  M* is  p-independent  in  K. By the Corollary of  Theorem 9,  
Kp(M*) = K(lFP  in this  case.  
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If  M is  a f ini te  set  and the degree of  imperfect ion of  K 
i s  f ini te  (and therefore equal  to the degree of  imperfect ion 
of  F by Theorem 11 of Pickert  (4))  and K i s  separably gen­
erated over Q, i t  is  seen that  W, a p-basis  of  F, and Y, a  
p-basis  of  K, are transcendence bases of  F |Q.  For Y is  
algebraical ly independent  over Q, by Theorem 15 of  Telchmuller  
(5)  and is  therefore a t ranscendence basis  of  K|Q since Y 
and T contain the same number of  elements.  W i s  also alge­
braical ly independent  over Q, and must  therefore be a t rans­
cendence basis of F)Q. 
F. Minimum-degree ordering of  M 
I f  F is  a f ini te  pure inseparable extension of K and n 
the minimum number of  generators  of  F |K ,  then any set  of n 
generators  can be so ordered,  say X]_,  x9 ,  .  .  . ,  xn ,  such that  
for  i  = 1 ,  P,  .  . . ,  n the fol lowing relat ions hold :  
1)  xj1  = 3^ £ K( x^1 ,  x^^)  ,  = p6 i ,  e1  > 0,  
-1 
2) a^ 4- 6(  x^,  • •  • ,  x^_^) ,  
3)  eg . . .  ^- e n  
For a  proof of  this  see Theorem 14 of  Pickert  (4) .  Such an 
ordering of  a  set  of  generators  wil l  be referred to as  a 
canonical  ordering,  a  set  of  generators  so ordered wil l  be 
referred to as a  canonical  set  of  generators ,  and the expo­
nents  e^ wil l  be referred to as  canonical  exponents .  I t  is  
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also established In the above-mentioned theorem that  these 
canonical  exponents  are invariants  of  FIK; that  is ,  the 
canonical  exponents  of  any two canonical  sets  of  generators  
are equal .  
Assume now that  M = [x^,  xn]  is  an unshrinkable set  
of  generators  of  F | K .  Let  e^ denote the exponent  of  Xj_ over  
K(M -  x%),  i  = 1 ,  2,  . . . ,  n,  and le t  e^ = mln^e^,  en^.  
Say ej^ = e^ and le t  = [M -  xj^} .  We now repeat  this  
process and select  from an element Xj^ with exponent  ej^ 
over K(M^) -  xj^)  not  greater  than the exponent  of  x^ over 
K(M^ -  x^) for  a l l  Proceeding in this  manner 
unt i l  M i s  .exhausted we obtain an ordering xjn #  Xjn  . . . ,  x 
of  M which we wil l  refer  to as  a  minimum-degree ordering.  The 
exponents  ejn> •••> wil l  be referred to as minimum-degree 
exponents .  
Theorem 10.  I f  M = {*i> -•• ,  xn |  i s  an unshrinkable set  
of  generators  of  F|K that  has been ordered by minimum-degree,  
e^ the minimum-degree exponent  of  x^,  1  = 1 ,  2,  ,n ,  then 
(1)  xf isKuf1 ,  x£*),  
_ei- l ,  
(2)  xj  t  K(xx ,  .  . . ,  x1 - X) ,  
(3)  e1^.eg ^ e n•  
Proof.  (2)  is  an immediate consequence of  the defini­
t ion.  Assume ©i< e i+i-  This  means that  the exponent  of  
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x^ over K(x^,  Is  less  than the exponent  of  x i + 1  
over K(x^,  . . . ,  x^) so the exponent  of  x±  over 
K(x-j_,  .  .  • ,  x^_2,  x1 +2.)  i s  less  than the exponent  of  x i +-^ 
over K( x^,  x^)  .  But this  Is  Impossible in a  minimum-
degree ordering so e^-^. .  By defini t ion of e^,  
xj  ieK(x1 ,  Xi_i) .  Assume xÇ k  k K(x1 }  x1 - 2)  .  
There is  then an integer Q such that  
xj  i£ KCX-L ,  x1 - 2 ,  x^_i)  and x® 1  4 K(x1 ,  .  .  . ,  x1 - 2 ,  x^_^ ) .  
This  implies xÇ^ E K(x1 ,  x1_2 ,  xÇ i) .  Since x±  was 
selected rather  than x^_^ in the ordering we must  have q=se^.  
By repeated applicat ions of  this  argument we obtain 
xj  1  £ K( xP6 1 ,  .  .  • ,  xP^) • 
Theorem 11.  A canonical  ordering of  a  f ini te  set  of  
generators  of  F[K is  a minimum-degree ordering and the 
canonical  exponents  are minimum-degree exponents .  
Proof.  Let  M = [b-^,  "bn" |  be a  canonical  set  of  gen­
erators  of  F|  K with canonical  exponents  e^,  . . . ,  en .  Theorem 
31 of Pickert  (4)  s tates  that  the 1-th exponent  
( i  = 1 ,  2,  . . . ,  n)  is  the minimum of the f i rs t  exponents  of  
F over the subfields of  F that  are ( l  -  l)-fold extensions 
of  K. Let  a-p .  .  . ,  an  be a  minimum-degree ordering of  M 
with minimum-degree exponents  e^,  e^.  The exponent  of  
F over K( a^> an„]_)  i s  clearly e^.  B y  the theorem just  
s tated we have en<. e^-  B y  the minimum-degree ordering we 
have ©n— en^ hence en  = e^.  In the minimum-degree ordering 
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of M we thus could have selected bn  for  an .  We wil l  assume 
an  = bn .  Now fb-p ••• ,  Is  a canonical  set  of  generators  
of  K(b^,  • bn_2_) over  K with canonical  exponents  
e l '  en-l* The preceding argument with F replaced by 
K(b]_,  bn - - 1)  can be used to give e^_]_ = en - 1  since 
(b-p bn_ij  = (a- |_,  an - 1]  and the exponent  of  
K(a%, an_]_) over  K(a^,  •  a^_g) i s  clearly e^_1-  In 
the minimum-degree ordering of  M we thus could have selected 
bn-l  f o r  %-! '  Continuing this  argument gives e |  = e^,  
1  = 1 ,  n.  For each 1  we can assume a^ = b^ so the given 
canonical  ordering is  a  minimum-degree ordering.  
In the fol lowing theorem we again restr ict  M to be 
f ini te ,  M = [x^,  x ] ,  and assume a  canonical  ordering 
with e^,  en  the canonical  exponents .  We wil l  again le t  
= K( x-j^,  •  •  • ,  x± )  •  
Theorem 12.  I f  M is  f ini te  and en  the n-th canonical  
© 
exponent  of  M, then J  CKP(MP n)  .  
Proof.  Let  a&J = KOFp .  We have then seKp_^(xP) .  
I f  a  4 KP_]_ there is  a posi t ive Integer t  such that  
by Corollary 2 of  Theorem 1.  Therefore t ien  since 
KP_i(  a)  CKn - 1 .  Put  q = p6*1  and assume a  K^^x^,  . . . ,  x%).  
I f  a  4 Kr-2(xr- l '  '  "  '  then there is  some posi t ive integer 
t  such that  a6Kr_2(x P_i> Xp> •••> x^) and 
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a iKr-2^xr- l  '  xr* Xn^ '  A s  before,  we have 
Xr  1  £  Kr  2^& '  xr '  xn^ '  B y  t h e  Previous theorem we can 
assume that  M has a  minimum-degree ordering.  Therefore t  ^ .en  
since otherwise x r_]_ would have been selected instead of xn  in 
the ordering process.  Hence a  £ xr- l '  '  '  '  '  xn^ * con­
clude that  a  eKp(x^,  ••• ,  xq)  = KP(MP  n) .  
A resul t  which wil l  have an applicat ion in the fol lowing 
chapter  is  contained in the next  theorem. We assume s  p-basis  
Y = HUG of K, GCc(Fp)  as  in the preceding sect ions.  Again 
we assume a  canonical  set  of  generators  M with exponents  
e-i ,  * •  * > G .  
f  6 
Theorem 13.  J C K P  { Q p ,  Mp  n)  ,  f  an arbi trary posi t ive 
integer.  
Proof.  Put  q = p6 n .  From the previous theorem we have 
2 
JcKp(Mq) .  Since H cJ  we have HPCKP  (Mp q)  and s ince K = 
2 
KP(H,  G) we a lso have Kp  = Kp  (Hp ,  Gp) .  Therefore 
JC Kp(Mq)  = Kp 2(Hp .  GP ,  Mq)  = Kp 2(Gp ,  Mq) .  Assume 
JCKp r(Gp ,  Mq)  .  Since Kp I* = KP^"""(HP^,  GP*) and 
HP rc Kp r + 1(Mq p r)  we have JCKP^(QP, Mq)  = 
Kp A + 1(Hp r ,  GP r ,  GP, Mq)  = KP r + 1(GP, Mq) .  By the induction 
|« 0  
pr inciple we have JCKP  (qP,  Mp  n)  for  any posi t ive integer f .  
Corollary.  I f  G i s  empty,  then KcFp  n .  
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G. Examples 
In the fol lowing examples Q wil l  denote any perfect  
f ield;  u,  v,  w, x ,  y are understood to be algebraical ly inde­
pendent  indeterminates over Q,.  We recal l  that  Pickert  (4)  
has shown that  i f  F|K is  f ini te  then F and K have imperfect ion 
degrees that  are equal .  Also,  Becker and - j .scLane ( l )  have 
shown that  the number of  minimum generators  of  F J K i s  given 
by the exponent  of  [F :  F (  K )]  .  
Example 1 .  Let  K = Q(u,  x,  y)  ,  F = K(a-j_,  a<?) where 
a-j^ = up  ,  a.g = (  xup  + y)p  \  The set  |u ,  x,  y{ is  a 
p-basis  of  K s ince K i s  a pure t ranscendental  extension of  Q. 
FP  = Q(xp ,  yp ,  up  ,  xup  + y)  so x c  Fp  i f  and only i f  y £ Fp .  
However,  F = Fp(y,  a^,  ag)  so y 4Fp  since otherwise F would 
have imperfect ion degree less  than three.  Therefore 
G = (x,  y] .  G is  not  p-independent  in F for  x £ Fp(y) .  I f  
M = £a-j_,  a9^ were not  unshrinkable,  then the degree of  im­
perfect ion of F again would be less  than three for  a  p-
i n d e p e n d e n t  i n  F  s u b s e t  o f  G  w i t h  a n  u n s h r i n k a b l e  s e t  M i s  
a  p-basis  of  F.  
Example 2 .  Let K = Q(u,  v,  w, x ,  y) ,  F = K(a%, b o ,  ag)  
—  2  - 2  — 2  
where a^ = up  ,  a^ = (u + vp)P  ,  a3  = (u + vp  + wP)p  
In this  example M* = £u,  u + vp ,  u + vp  + wp^ so KP(M*) = 
KP(u) .  We see that  v = aP  -  aP  is  in Jp -  J j ,  w = a^ -  ap  
is  in J  -  J 2 '  G = (x,  y)  i s  p-independent  in  F for  i f  we 
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assume x £ Fp(y)  we obtain a  contradict ion to the algebraic 
independence of  u ,  v,  w, x ,  y over Q. j^F:  FP(  K)^ = p so 
M = ag,  a3^ is  unshrinkable.  
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III .  IMBEDDING THE RESIDUE FIELD IN THE LOCAL ALGEBRA 
I t  is  not  t rue that  a  local  algebra R over a  f ield K 
always contains a  f ield over K isomorphic to the residue f ield 
of R.  For an example and a  discussion of  the imbedding prob­
lem in the context  of  algebraic geometry the reader is  refer­
red to page 46 of  Chevalley (?.)•  
A.  R a  Primary Local  Algebra over K 
Throughout  this  sect ion i t  is  assumed that  R is  a primary 
local  algebra over a  f ield K of  characteris t ic  p /  0.  The 
radical  wil l  be denoted by N, "X wil l  denote i ts  index of  
ni lpotency:  N^ = (o) .  The f ield R/N, which we assume also 
has characteris t ic  p,  wil l  be denoted by F;  wil l  be the 
natural  homomorphism of  R onto F and we identify <^(K) with 
K so (p is  the identi ty map on K. I t  is  also assumed,  as  in 
the previous chapter ,  that  F is  a pure inseparable extension 
of  K with exponent  e  over K. The symbols G, H,  M, M*, e tc . ,  
wil l  have the same meanings in this  chapter  as  in the pre­
ceding.  However,  we assume that  G is  p-independent  in  F.  
Lemma 2 of  Nari ta  (3)  s tates  that  R contains a subfield,  
F,  isomorphic to F such that  tp(F)  = F.  First  an isomorphic 
image of  FPn  is  found ( i t  is  assumed Np  = (0)  )  in  R under 
the mapping ip '  (  c )  = a.P where <x £  F and a  is  any element 
in  <^>~^(cx )  .  For every element w t  of a  p-basis  W of  F there 
is  selected arbi trar i ly an element c t  from ^r^-(w^) .  Every 
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element of  F can be wri t ten as a  polynomial  f  in  elements 
n 
from W with coeff icients  in FP .  The mapping 
f(w t  ,  ••• ,  ^  f(ct1 ,  • • • ,  ,  where f  is  the poly­
nomial  obtained from f  by replacing the coeff icients  of  f  
by their  images under \f>'  ,  gives an isomorphic image 
F = \p(F)  of F in R.  
I t  is  clear  from the sketch of  Karl  ta1s proof that  R 
contains infini tely many subfields Isomorphic to F.  I t  is  
the purpose of  this  sect ion to give some condit ions that  
guarantee that  F (as  obtained in Nari ta1s proof)  contains the 
given f ield K. 
Let  p*1  i  ^ .  Since F is  a complete set  of  repreaenta-
_,h 
t ive elements for  R/N i t  is  clear  that  FP is  a unique f ield 
in R and is  equal  to RP • (RP is  the set  consist ing of a l l  
elements of  R raised to the p*1  power.)  For i f  r  e. R then 
r  = f  + n where fcF and n£ H. Since = (o) ,  r& = fP^1 .  
Say k £RP H K, k = rP\  Since j^<f(  r)J P = cp(rp  )  = k ,  
we have RP H KG_F^ m K. I f  there is  some F that  contains K 
i t  is  necessary that  F^Cl K GR^ 0  K. For le t  k £ Fp  f)  K, 
i  _ - i  
say k = fP ,  f  E F, and le t  <p denote the inverse of  
^  —1 ^  
cp :  F—S"F. Now cp i s  an isomorphism of F onto F and is  
the identi ty on K, so we have k = <jp ^ (k)  = tp fP )  = 
cp f  )]  p  •  Hence k e Rp  f  |  K. 
I t  is  also necessary that  the r ing composite  |~F^ ,  KJ 
of  K and F^ be a  f ield i f  K i s  contained in some F.  We 
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assume in the fol lowing that  [pP ,  K]  i s  a f ield in R and 
Rp  f l  K = Fp  n K. 
Lemma 9 .  I f  as  F with exponent  g over K, then there is  
_1 g g 
an element b £ <^ (a)  such that  bP = aP .  
Proof.  Since = k e K there are elements rQ  e R,  nQ£ N, 
g 2 
such that  rp  + nQ  = k and <^(rQ)  = a .  Let  b^f  (a) ,  say 
— w i_ pS r—r)g pë / p6 pë, b = rQ  + n-j_.  We have ap  -  b^ = rg + nQ  -  (r£ + n^ } = 
g  g g 
n,  n N. There is  an r  R such that  rP = aP s ince RP Pi  K = 
g  g 
FP O K. ( r  -  b)p  is  an element of  N and i t  fol lows that  
r  -  b is  in N s ince N i s  a prime ideal•  Put  r  -  b = n%. 
Then r  = ng + b = n^ + rQ  +• n^ and we have r  e a)  •  
Theorem 14.  If  GUM* contains a  p-basis  of  K and G is  
p-independent  in  F,  then there exists  an F containing K. 
Proof.  We know from Theorem 6 that  GUM = W i s  a 
p-basis  of  F.  F or  every x M we can select  an element 
,  f  f  
rx  e (x)  such that  xp  x  = r*P x  (fx  is  the exponent  of  x 
over K).  G) i s  of  course G. With this  choice for  the 
elements from we are assured that  Gu  M* is  in F.  
I f  t  is  an integer  such that  p^^.  X and t  — e ,  then Fp  is  in 
A — t /X 
K and we can construct  F over .  F in  this  case contains 
t A 
a p-basis  Y of  K and also Kp  ,  there fore F contains K = 
KP t(Y).  
I t  was pointed out  in  the preceding chapter  that  n(H) = 
n(M) is  equivalent  to G p-independent  in  F,  in  the case F is  
a f ini te  extension and the imperfect ion degrees are f ini te .  
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In this  f ini te  case the assumptions of  the preceding theorem 
imply that  M* i s  p-independent  in K. There are,  however,  
A 
other  condit ions that  guarantee that  an F resul t ing from 
Nari ta 's  construct ion contains K. 
Theorem 15.  If  p*1  > ">,  G p-independent  in  F,  and 
_h A 
HcFp  (  G,  M*),  then there exists  a f ield F that  contains K. 
Proof.  By assumption,  j^(  r f j  P Is  in K for  a l l  r  e R.  
8  
For a  given re  R, this  implies (  rP + n)  e K for  some n£ N. 
q _e+q 
Since n is  ni lpotent  nP =0 for  some q and we have rp  e K. 
I f  a  € Fp  (  G,  M*) ,  ph  ^ , then l |X a)  £ FP (  G,  M*) i f  we take 
GUM as a  p-basis  for  F and select  the proper elements from 
as was done in the preceding proof.  Say (a)  = a  
and assume âP^ £ K. Now cf = so we have c^(aP^) = 
( à ) ] =  a p ^ .  S i n c e  < p  i s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o n  K ,  i f  
a  £ K f i  FP (G, M*) we have &P^ = aP^.  Therefore (  §.  -  a)P^ = 0  
and,  s ince (£ -  a)  is  an element of  the f ield [FP ,  K]  ,  this  
implies â  = a .  is  thus the identi ty map on KO FP (G, M*) .  
Since HCPp^(&, M*) ,  HUG is  in F.  Again.  F contains a  suf­
f icient ly high power of  K s ince FP contains KOfP and 
r>® A 
Fp  C K by assumption.  Hence F contains K. 
In the case that  the mult ipl ici ty of  F is  f ini te ,  say n,  
i t  is  possible to give another  suff icient  condit ion involving 
the n-th canonical  exponent ,  en ,  of  F.  
0 
Theorem 16.  If  G is  p-lndependent  in  F and p n  5.  >>,  then 
A 
there exists  an F that  contains K. 
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f  
Proof.  By Theorem 13,  JCKP ( cf ,  )  for  any posi t ive 
e e  e  
integer  f  .  In part icular ,  J  CKP  n{Qp, n)  = n  (  Cr3  )  .  
en Obviously H C Fp  (  G-,  M*) so the preceding theorem gives the 
desired resul t .  
B.  R a  Complete Local  Algebra over K 
I t  is  possible to define a  topology on a local  r ing R 
by taking the powers [Nm} as a  neighborhood system for  0,  
the neighborhoods of  an arbi trary x in R being the residue 
classes {x + Nm}.  A sequence (bn)  of  elements of  R converges 
to b i f  for  any integer  s  >0 we can always f ind an integer  
n0(  s)  such that  (bn  -  b) £ N s  whenever n >nQ(s) .  A sequence 
(bn)  i s  a Cauchy sequence i f  for  any Integer s  >0 there 
exists  a  posi t ive integer nQ(s)  such that  (bn  -  bm)£ N s  
for  n>m?n0(s) .  I t  can be shown that  a sequence (bn)  is  a 
Cauchy sequence i f  and only i f  bn  -  bn_]_—> 0 as n— 
A local  r ing R is  said to be complete i f  every Cauchy se­
quence of  elements in R has a l imit  in R.  VJe assume in this  
sect ion that  the local  algebra R is  complete.  I t  is  known 
that  every local  r ing can be completed;  the method used is  
analogous to the usual  method of  complet ing a  metric  space.  
Nari ta  (3)  has shown that  i f  R is  a complete local  r ing 
having the same characteris t ic  p 4 0 as the residue f ield 
A, 
F, then R contains a  subfield F which is  isomorphic to F,  
such that  <^(F) = F.  As in  the preceding sect ion,  d  denotes 
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the natural  homomorphlsm of  R onto F = R/N. A br ief  summary 
of  Nari ta1s proof fol lows.  
The local  r ings Rj_ = R/N3",  16 1  = £l ,  2,  .  .  are 
primary and every R^ has a  residue f ield isomorphic to F.  
Let  0^ be the canonical  homomorphlsm of  R onto Rj_ ,  ^ i , i+l  
the canonical  homomorphlsm of  R i + . ]_ onto R^,  and ^  the 
canonical  homomorphlsm of  Rj_ onto F,  ie  I .  By the lemma 
s tated in the preceding sect ion,  each r ing R]_ contains a 
subfield F |  isomorphic to F.  I t  is  possible to construct  
F£+ 1  in such a  way that  = F^.  Let  oc e  F and 
o < a n  e l e m e n t  o f  )  0  F ^ ,  e n d  l e t  b e  a n  e l e m e n t  o f  
£)£"*"(  o<l) ,  i  £ I  • The sequence e^,  e .g, . . .  i s  a  C a u c h y  s e ­
quence in R and therefore has a l imit  a in  R.  The corre-
A 
spondence ©<—=»- a  of  F into R gives a required image,  F,  of  
F in  R.  
This  sect ion is  concerned with condit ions under which 
A 
the f ield F,  as  obtained by Nari ta1s method,  contains the 
given f ield K. To this  end we prove f i rs t  several  lemmas.  
Throughout  we wil l  le t  = 5^(K).  
Lemma 10.  For any r£ R, 
$i(r)  = •••  f i+n-2,  i+n-1 (Vi+n-l . l+n |X+n^ r i l_ 
Proof.  I t  is  easy to show the assert ion val id for  n = 1 .  
The desired result  fol lows immediately by Induction.  
Lemma 11.  If  L is  a f ield in R  that  is  a complete set  
of  representat ive elements for  the f ield R/N, then L is  
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properly contained In no overf1 eld in R.  
Proof.  Assume LCL^CR, L^ a f ield.  Since Lisa com­
plete set  of  representat ive elements for  R/N, i f  s  e  L^ and 
a 4 L there is  s.n e lement b e  L and an element n e N such that  
s  = b + n .  But this  is  a contradict ion for  L]_ contains no 
non-zero ni lpotent  elements.  
Lemma 12.  F is  a complete set  of  representat ive elements 
for  R/N = F.  
As 
Proof.  Let  c< e  F,  cK—> a,  s  £ F.  The element a  is  the 
l imit  of  a  Cauchy sequence (an)  .  There exists  an integer  n0  
such that  for  a l l  n >n0 ,  ( an  -  a) e.  N and therefore 
0-^(  an  -  a) =0- But an)  = g>n(  (  an)  ) = cK so we have 
9-^( &) = ( an ) = (X . 
Lemma 13.  F^ = $j_(F) i s  a complete set  of  representa­
t ive elements for  %/% (Nj_ = N/N^).  
Proof.  Let  b £ R^/N^,  b  = [  (r0  + n + ^ .  Since F is  
a complete set  of  representat ive elements for  R/N, 
rQ  t  (f0  + N] where f0 t  F.  Therefore b = [*[f0  + n + N1}"} = 
|{f0  + N1} + ^n + = [9+ N^"|  = where 
(Tj_ is the natural homomorphlsm of Rj_ onto Rj/N^. 
Lemma 14.  #^(F) = F*.  
Proof.  We wil l  f i rs t  show that  ^(F) ç  F^.  Let  a c  F,  
an  a and (  an  -  a) £ N1  for  n>n0( i ) .  Hence a)  = 
(  am)  for  some m>i,  say m = i  + k.  From the defini t ion of 
the sequence an ,  91 +^{ 8 i+k^ t  F i+k! s n d  f r o m  t h e  construct ion 
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of F*+ 1 ,  cf i  1 + 1(F*+ 1)  = F*,  i£I .  Applying Lemma 10 we 
obtain €F^.  Now F* is  a complete set  of  representa­
t ive elements for  %/% by construct ion.  (See Nari ta .1  s proof 
concerning primary local  r ings in the preceding sect ion.)  
Since 0^(F) is  also a complete set  of  representat ive elements 
of  Rj/N^ by Lemma 13,  we apply Lemma 11 to obtain 6^(F) = F*.  
Theorem 17.  F contains K i f  and only i f  F^ contains 
#i(K) = K i ,  i  £ I  = { l ,  2,  . . . ] .  
Proof.  Assume K^C F*,  i  £ I .  Lett  £ K,  say cK = /^(k)  .  
A 
To f ind the image of  °< in  F we select  an arbi trary element 
c X i  f r o m  ^ ^ ( ^  )  H  F ^  a n d  a n  e l e m e n t  a ±  f r o m  ( 9 i 1 ( o < i ) ,  i  £ I -
For we may take the element é '1(k)  ,  s ince K^C F* by 
assumption,  and for  a^ take k (or  any other  element of  
0^(k)  ) .  This  sequence obviously converges to k so Kc F.  
Since 0^(F) = F* the converse is  immediate.  
Corollary.  F contains X i f  and only i f  there is  a f ield 
L  D K  s u c h  t h a t  ^ ( L )  =  F * ,  1  £  I .  
Proof.  Assume L DK and ^(L) = F*,  i  £ I .  F* contains 
A A 
K^, i  £ I ,  so F contains K. For the converse take L = F.  
In view of the preceding theorem i t  is  natural  to  search 
for  condit ions under which F* contains .  Our a t tent ion is  
thus directed to the restr ict ions that  were imposed to be 
certain that  Nari ta 's  F in the primary case contains K. One 
of  these assumptions was that  rP^O K = FP^O K for  a l l  non-
negative integers g.  We wil l  next  show that  this  implies 
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F'Pgn K± = RPgn K±  where F^ = R /N = (R/N1  VU/N1  )  .  We 
s t ipulate here that  cr^(K^),  the image of  under the 
natural  homomorphlsm of  R^ onto F^,  is  identif ied with .  
Let  ^  e Rp Sn ,  say k^ = rp g .  Now k1  = <j^(  i^S)  = 
[o^(r i)]p g  so k1eFjg .  Hence R^f)  cpPgD without  the 
assumption Rp gf i  K = Fp gn K. Let  k^ € FJ^KJ . ,  say k^ = 
fp g ,  f  i  £ Fi ,  k^ = cr^(k) ,  k £ K.  Now F is  isomorphic to F^ 
under the mapping f  = [ r  +• N~] —=> |~r^ + N^^ where r^ = 
£ r -t- N1 }• Because of the identification of ^(K) with K 
and cr^(K^) with , this map reduces to 9^ on K, hence 
g g 
k 6 Fp  p K. By assumption we have k = rp  for  some r  £ R.  
Thus fpg = k± = ^(k) = (rpg) = ^(r)j pg, so ^ £ Rpg. 
In the primary case I t  was also assumed that  the r ing 
composite  j^Fp  ,  kJ is  a f ield.  (We recal l  Fp  = RP .  )  Let  
h^ be such that  ph j-  ^  where i s  the index of  ni lpotency 
of  R< :  N.^1  = (0)  .  I t  is  natural  to look for  condit ions 
r „hi 1 
such that  the r ing composite  [  R£ ,  K^j  is  a f ield in R^• We 
will only show that if N is a nil ideal and R/N has an expo­
nent  over K, then £Rp  1 ,  kJ is  a local  r ing;  therefore 
|^RP 1 ,  ,  the image of  [Rp  1 ,  K^J under 9^,  is  a local  r ing.  
Put  D = [p.P 1 ,  kJ and let N be the set of non-units of D. 
0 
Obviously NDDHN. Let  a  £ N.  We pre assuming Fp  C K so 
0 Q (  ap  + n)  is  in K for  some n £ N.  Since np  =0 for some q 
y)®"*" Q -.e+q n -I _ e+ q 
we have ap  £ K.  I f  a i  N then ap  /  0 and a  = k~ aP - 1  
is  in D. Thus i f  a  e N, then a  £ N.  Therefore N = DON and 
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i t  is  easy to verify that  N i s  an ideal  in D s ince N i s  
ideal  and D i s  a  r ing.  
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